
Interested in becoming a member,
sponsor, or partner? Contact info@grf.org.

Last Week to Book a Room
This is the last week to book a hotel room
for the Summit on Security & Third-Party
Risk. Join us in Austin, Texas October 11-12
to hear from 50 different practitioners as
they discuss third-party, cyber and AI risk
management and best practices.

Speakers come from many different sectors
and companies, including Campbell Soup
Company, CISA, Genpact, Google, JnJ, KPMG,
Mastercard, Raymond James, S&P Global,
Stoel Rives, AES Corporation, and Truist,
among others.

Register and book a room by September 9
to stay on property for the sixth annual
conference. After September 9, the group
rate will no longer be available and the
rooms may be released to the public or to
another event.

LS-ISAO Member Gathering
Law firm members, join your peers on
October 11, 2023 at the LS-ISAO Annual
Gathering in Austin, Texas. The Annual
Gathering will have multiple speakers
presenting on security challenges to law
firms. The sessions and networking will take
place during the GRF Summit on Security &
Third-Party Risk, and LS-ISAO members are
able to sit through sessions at both events.
Contact membership@ls-isao.com with
questions or register for both events by
signing up for the Summit here. *Members
should contact membership@ls-isao.com
for the event discount code.
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OT-ISAC Team Presents at CSA Event
The Cybersecurity Agency of Singapore
(CSA) recently hosted the Operational
Technology Cybersecurity Expert Panel
Forum. The event featured John Lee,
Managing Director of OT-ISAC and Edgard
Capdevielle, CEO of Nozomi Networks as
they presented “Threat Intel Sharing in the
OT Community.” 

GRF Staff Join ManuSec Committee
GRF CEO Mark Orsi and Manufacturing
ISAC director Tim Chase have joined the
steering committee for the 8th ManuSec
USA Summit taking place October 3-4 in
Chicago. Learn more
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Zero Networks Becomes a GRF Premier
Partner
GRF is pleased to announce a new
partnership with Zero Networks. GRF
engages partners committed to security
and information sharing. To that end, Zero
Networks provides robust network security
for enterprises of any size. Zero Networks
Segment™  is automated, agentless, MFA-
enabled microsegmentation that effectively
segments all your network assets,
preventing lateral movement and thwarting
ransomware attacks. Zero Networks
Connect™  is advanced ZTNA for seamless
remote connectivity without compromising
on speed or performance. Learn more
about Zero Networks here.

The AI Guide for Leadership, New Partners and a K12 Webinar

GRF and KPMG Publish “The Leadership
Guide to Securing AI”
Artificial Intelligence is critical to the future
success and health of companies across
industries. To empower security leaders,
Global Resilience Federation convened a
working group and asked KPMG to facilitate
meetings and interviews with AI and
security practitioners from more than 20
leading companies, think tanks, academic
institutions, and industry organizations.
The output of that working group—The
Leadership Guide to Securing AI—will be of
great value to organizations exploring this
groundbreaking technology. Download the
guide

ORF Representative at TPRA Conference
GRF’s Brian Katula will speak on the GRF
Operational Resilience Framework at the
Third Party Risk Association’s Virtual
Conference on September 27. Learn more

Trustwave Becomes a GRF Premier
Partner 
GRF is pleased to announce a new
partnership with Trustwave. Trustwave is a
leader in managed detection and response
(MDR), managed security services (MSS),
consulting and professional services,
database security, and email security. The
Trustwave SpiderLabs team provides
award-winning threat research and
intelligence, which is infused into Trustwave
services and products to fortify cyber
resilience against advanced threats. Learn
more about Trustwave here.

K12 SIX Webinar on Use of AI
Join K12 SIX and Microsoft on September
12 for the second in a series of
informational webinars focused on
cybersecurity preparations for the new
school year.   

With Corey Lee, Microsoft Chief Zero Trust
Architect, the team will cover important
topics like understanding the AI threat
landscape, how Microsoft defends itself
and customers using AI, and how schools
can harness the future of AI and
cybersecurity in education. Learn more
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